
LIVE ORACLE 
APEX TRAINING
Online or In-Person Instructor Led Training 

Expert Level Training for Fourteen Years.
With a combined experience of 50 years in Oracle APEX and a solid teaching 
track record you can trust us to deliver the education to achieve maximum 
knowledge transfer.. 

4.9
Class Reviews Average 4.9 out of 5
More than 500 reviews that average 4.9 out of 5!  We let our results
speak for themselves. Take a look at our reviews to see what actual students are 
saying about our training.

Schedules that Work for Employees & Employers

Hands-on Learning, Building Real Apps
Studies show - and most people agree - people learn by doing. 
So, our developer classes include well-planned hands-on labs (aka exercises).  
So students get the fundamentals with an instructor demo and talk, then get the 
chance to try it themselves.  The instructor is there to help! Learn by Doing! 
 

Online classes typically run in full day sessions. This keeps developers out of work 
an entire day.  Studies have found that too many consecutive hours of training 
reduces comprehension and retention.  SkillBuilders’ online classes are delivered in 
half-day sessions (except by special request).  Our 4-5 hour sessions are rare if not 
unique.   We can do this because when our instructors aren’t teaching they’re 
building APEX applications.Students
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Garry Lawton
ORACLE APEX DEVELOPER

Lino Schildenfeld
ORACLE APEX DEVELOPER

Greg Jarmiolowski
ORACLE APEX DEVELOPER

Instructors that also Develop APEX Applications.
Instructors with real-world experience.  Yes, actual and real, real-word experience.  
Take a look at our Case Studies detailing the development projects our instructors 
have recently completed. Sometimes a class, especially small Advanced classes, turn 
into mentoring sessions, i.e. the instructor shows the students how to solve a 
problem in their own applications!



Advanced APEX 

APEX for Beginners

HTML, CSS, and JS for APEX 

JSON in Oracle Databases

Introduction to 
Oracle Application Express

ORACLE APEX TRAINING PATH

Intermediate APEX

Intermediate (APEX) Training

Register for your �rst class to access discounted 
prices on all subsequent classes.

Start

- What you can accomplish with APEX
-  Understand the APEX Builder
- Basics of Report and Forms
- Security Essentials
- Deploying Applications

- Sustainable Enhancements to APEX applications
- Extending declarative functionality with custom code
- Interactive Grids
- Custom Dynamic Action
- HTML / CSS / JS in APEX

- Manage Multiple APEX applications
- Consume and build RESTful services
- Incorporate custom PL/SQL APIs
- Advanced Debugging Techniques
- Importance of a Developer Only App

Advanced Oracle (APEX) Training

HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript fundamentals 
for Oracle APEX Developers

- HTML Basics: Elements & Attributes
- CSS: Selectors, Speci�city, & CSS Properties
- JavaScript: Inline vs External
- jQuery: Objects and Methods
- Using Dynamic Actions in APEX
- Generating HTML dynamically & 
  securely in APEX using PL/SQL

Introduction to JSON in Oracle Databases
- Implement JSON within a Database
- Manipulating JSON using new features
- Storing / Accessing JSON Data
- Converting JSON into Relational Data

Having a fundamental knowledge of SQL will help you construct a better 
database which forms the foundation for all APEX applications.
PL/SQL is required if you want to take advantage of all the built in 
functionality of the database for server side processing.  With a grasp of 
these two languages you will get the most out of each APEX class.

Where to Start Learning APEX?
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CASE STUDY: Garry Lawton

The Corona virus pandemic and the uncertainty it has caused has left many 
retail companies struggling to cope with the changing environment.

A client of ours with it's 400 plus stores nationwide was �nding it di�cult to 
keep track and communicate which stores were open, which were closed and 
the status regarding reopening and ecommerce.

Skillbuilders provided assistance by developing a simple but e�ective APEX 
application to manage this situation.   The project was completed in just a 
couple of days thanks to the brand new APEX_DATA_PARSER package allowing 
the direct import of Excel spreadsheets.

ORACLE APEX CASE STUDIES AND REVIEWS
See how Skillbuilders has Impacted the APEX community over the past decade.

Experience, Knowledge, Results, Integrity, and Responsiveness

Kyle H.

The course material was expansive, in-depth, and laid out very well 
and will remain useful after the course has ended.

CASE STUDY: Lino Schildenfeld
In 2019 Skillbuilders was asked to help with extending the existing 

functionality and most importantly work on performance optimizations, 
after the original Monitor Time Tracking Tool application was designed 

and built in APEX 3.1.2 by the Clients  support team.

Not only did the SkillBuilders team deliver on time and budget but also 
extended the deliverables by migrating the old APEX theme to the latest 

Universal theme; all APEX PL/SQL code was reviewed, optimized and 
improved; legacy JavaScript code was re-done using built-in Dynamic 

Actions making long term applications support simpler and easier.

This dramatically increased application popularity as the UI was 
modernized and running signi�cantly faster with 

improvements done on the legacy code.
The great work was appreciated by the Client team making Skillbuilders 

their APEX support partner of choice.

Testimonial
“SkillBuilders has been a tremendous asset in our Oracle Apex application work. 
[Oracle ACE] Lino Schildenfeld is professional, courteous, �exible, and has 
always completed tasks on time or often ahead of schedule. 

He provides creative solutions and suggestions that enhance the performance 
and e�ciency of our applications.”

“I’m excited that we have another chance to bring you in. There are a handful of 
vendors that I truly enjoy working with, and SkillBuilders is de�nitely one of 
them.”

Project Manager, Fortune 500 Company

CASE STUDY: Greg Jarmiolowski

NCCC was in the middle of converting their “Apprentice Program” application 
from Forms to APEX when they realized that this mission critical project was not 
going to be delivered on time  and budget with their initial vendor. 

SkillBuilders was brought in to salvage and complete the project.  SkillBuilders 
successfully completed the project on time and under budget. 

The Apprentice Program application was migrated to SkillBuilders’ AWS hosting 
platform in the Spring of 2016.  This included a migration from BI Publisher to 
FOP and Apex O�ce Print.

APEX Images 

Giliam B.

The course was very interesting, contained lots of information and 
the instructor explains all the complex information, in a relaxed and 

easy-to-understand way, to all attendees.
There was plenty of time for questions and to go into the details.

Amy R.

Love the workshops (hands on) aspect. Really appreciated the 
instructor and the time he took to not only explain his answers to 

my questions but also made sure I understood by checking in. 
So thankful this is being recorded for us to go back to!
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